
 

 

Year group: Nursery                 Date:24.3.2020 

  Challenge 1 Challenge 2 Challenge 3 
English Can you retell our last 

story ‘The Snail and the 
Whale’ 
Who are the main 
characters? 
What did the snail want 
to do? 
Can you draw  a picture 
of something that you 
remember from the 
story? 
Ask an adult to write 
what you say. 

Can you retell our last 
story ‘The Snail and the 
Whale’ 
Who are the main 
characters? 
What did the snail want 
to do? 
Can you draw a picture 
of what happened at the 
beginning of the story 
and what happened at 
the end? 
Ask an adult to write 
what you say. 

Can you retell our last 
story ‘The Snail and the 
Whale’ 
Who are the main 
characters? 
What did the snail want 
to do? 
How did the snail help 
the whale? 
Can you draw three 
pictures to show what 
happened in the 
beginning, middle and 
end ? 
Ask an adult to write 
what you say.  

Maths Can you go on a shape 
hunt? 
What shapes can you 
find?  
 
 
 
 
 

Can you go on a shape 
hunt? 
What shapes can you 
find?  
Can you find two shapes 
that are the same? 
How many different 
shapes can you name? 

Can you go on a shape 
hunt? 
What shapes can you 
find?  
Can you find two shapes 
that are the same? 
How many different 
shapes can you name? 
Can you describe the 
shapes you find? Talk 
about how many corners 
and sides the shapes 
have got.  

Phonics/
Reading 

See separate phonic overview sheet attached   

Other Can you use different 
resources to make a sea 
creature?  
You could use building 
blocks, old boxes from 
the recycling or 
different mark making 
materials. 

Can you use different 
resources to make a sea 
creature?  
You could use building 
blocks, old boxes from 
the recycling or 
different mark making 
materials. 
Can you talk about what 
you have made? 

Can you use different 
resources to make a sea 
creature?  
You could use building 
blocks, old boxes from 
the recycling or 
different mark making 
materials. 
Can you talk about how 
you used the resources 
to create your model or 
picture?  

Please find todays learning tasks below. 

The table below explains the tasks and you will find the resources 
underneath. 

DO NOT PRINT THE PAGES, use your homework book for writing,  draw-
ing and recording activities detailed below. 


